Join us for the inaugural Asia Pacific ROS Summer School here in Singapore.

The 5-day course will guide you through the fundamentals on using ROS and experience first-hand on learning how to use ROS and navigate TurtleBots.

**Cost (5 days)**

The training is 50% for ROS-I AP Consortium Members

- Non-Members
- Non-Member (Singapore Registered Participant) SGD 1200
- Non-Member (Overseas) SGD 1350
- Non-Member (Student/Staff registered Singapore Institute of Higher Learning) SGD 970

**Date:** Monday, Mar 12 2018 - Friday, Mar 16 2018

**Time:** 0900 - 1700

**Venue:** Singapore Polytechnic, 500 Dover Road, Singapore 139651

---

Want to create your own autonomous system, but unsure how to get started?

ROS Summer School 2018

organised by ROS-Industrial Consortium Asia Pacific

**Supported by**

FH AACHEN UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES

SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC